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EDITORIAL

The editors of Ufahamu: JoumaJ of lhe African Activist
Association are pleased to offer you this double issue of very exciting
research and thought-provoking analysis. These nine articles and

reviews represent what Ufahamu has historically done best. whichis to
say to combine the academic and the political, to set research by fresh
new scholars side-by-side with established and well-versed academics
and to privilege those voices not often heard in more mainstream
periodicals. True to the goals of the founders of this journal, but fully
attuned to contemporary political, cultural, and social questions in
today's Africa. this issue of Ufahamu aims to provoke debate on the
still too-often neglected and misunderstood continent.
We are particularly excited to be able to publish a new article by
the Sudan', long influential political activistFatima Ahmed Ibrahim. In
"Sudanese Women's Union: Strategies for Emancipation and the

Counter Movement," Ibrahim draws on her lifelong experience of
politically mobilizing women and opposition to neo-imperialism to
critically re-examine the history of the Sudanese Women's Union, an
organization which she herself helped form in 1952, and to evaluate
recent struggles to gain gender parity. Ibrahim wrote this article
recently while on a Rockefeller Foundation funded post-doctoral
feUowship at UCLA 's Institute for the Study of Gender in Africa.
Bemadetta Killian's article "A Policy of 'Special Seats' for
Women in Tanzania: Its Effectiveness," is another to have benefited
from Institute for the Study of Gender in Afiica. An earlier version of
this article was presented at a conference convened by the institute.
Killian, a Tanzanian graduate student in Political Science at UCLA,
writes about Tanzania's process of ensuring political representation to
women at the national · level. Recognizing the shortcomings of
parliamentary representation, Tanzania, Killian shows us, has attempted
corrective procedures. U.S. readers of Killian's article should pay
particular attention to her analysis in order to help counter the
dismantling of affinnative action taking place aCTOSS the country.
Several articles question the relationship between culture and
politics. Aboneh Ashagrie takes on development and social workers in
"Popular Theatre in Ethiopia." Onookome Okome examines the
Nigerian media in "The Context of Film Production in Nigeria : The
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Colonial Heritage." If you remember, this is the second of Okome's
articles on film production that Ufahamu has published in the past year.
Both Ashagrie and Okome remind us just how inseparable culture and
politics are from global capitalism.
Jean Kidula, a very recent UCLA graduate. writes on music
festivals in Kenya . Kidula uses the music festival as a case study to
examine historical changes in cultural and social values in Kenya .
Kidula takes not simply the music presented, but the entire apparatus of
the festival, from organization to judging as her evidence in drawing
Qui her conclusions.'
Kolawole Aderemi Owolabi gives us "Regional Integration and
the Imperative of Cultural Rehabilitation: A Philosopher's Response to
the Issues of Depend ency and Integration in West Afiica." As should
be evident from th e title, the article brings a new disciplinary voice to
questions most often addressed by development experts and politicians.
Owolabi' s article should be seen as an essential contribution to any
debate about regional integra tion.
Hausa literature. in either Hausa o r En glish, has only in the past
few years begun to receive the critical attention that it has long
deserved. Two scholars. Grace Eche Okereke and Ezen wa-Dhaeto,
present new work on novelists Zaynab Alkali and Hauwa Ali. Okereke
examines questions of women 's autonomy in Alkali's famous novel The
StiI/bom. Ezenwa-Ohaeto examines similar questions in both Alkali's
and Ali's various writings.
Finally co me three book reviews of recent fiction, critical
writing and a collection of interviews. Ezenwa-Ohaeto examines
literary critic turned fiction writer Balogun Odun ' s recent collection of
short stories, Adju sted Lives. Michael Mah oney reviews Caro lyn Keyes
Adenaike and Jan Vansina's In Pursuit oj History: Fieldwork in Africa.
a collection of essays Mahoney calls at once "a how-to guide and a
challenge to historians of Africa." Lastly is Victoria Sams' reading of
Francoise Pfaff's Conversations with Maryse Conde, a series of
interviews with this very famous African diaspora writer from the
Caribbean.
Without furt her distraction from these very fine articles, I say
good-bye until next time.
Matthew J. Christense n

